
                                                   CLEAN-UP DAYS

                          June 11, 2015  Hike to Common Point

                          June 13, 2015  Hike to Common Point

                           June 13, 2015  Indoor Range Repair & Clean-up

June 11, 2015-Gary Berlin, Leader and Dale Berg (could not hike with us), Sign-in.
     Attending: Nine attendees
Started the hike to Common Point about 11:00am at HWY 34 & Noels Draw, weather was fine until 
we crossed the largest culvert then the downpour happened.  Arrived at shooting range to find no 
more rain and continued to view the damage to the rifle range and trap curtains.  We all stopped for 
lunch at the 25Yd range and discussed options & hurdles to use the range again.

We did receive this comment from one of the hikers, “In reflecting on our options, I certainly don’t 
have the answers, but my thoughts are that the criteria should be (in order of importance): (1) 
economics, (2) our ability to maintain control, or alternatively if autonomous control is not possible, 
certainly meaningful influence in management and operation, (3) location and convenience, and (4) 
timetable.  Although I doubt I’m in the majority, personally I’d rather see us suffer delays on an 
outdoor range solution rather than suffering on any of these other three criteria.” I appreciated this 
feedback as this was the goal to have members hike up to Common Point and express their feelings 
toward what the board should focus on.                                 Total In-kind service hours 22hrs 45min.

June 13, 2015- Hike to Common Point-Sharyn Gartner, Leader
       Attending: Nine attendees
No rain on this hike and got back before the dark clouds came in for a shower later that afternoon.  
Again hikers met at 10:30am and then caravanned down to Noels Draw with the Tooker’s meeting us 
there.  We viewed the Common Point area and reviewed the placement of the Olympus & Pole Hill 
tunnels in regard to the range placement.  Spoke on the Shot Rock from the drilling holes through the 
mountain and possible District using it for road base and selling off excess.  Many requests for size of
tunnel and if possible, Sharyn will send them drawings of the tunnels.  We also had lunch and arrived 
at our vehicles by 1:24pm.                  Total In-kind service hours   27hrs

June 13, 2015- Indoor Range Clean-up- Dennis Lunt, Leader
         Attending:  Six attendees
Four attendees arrived at 10:00 and opened the Indoor Range to start the projects. With the dust rags
left from the last clean-up, L. started dusting, sweeping and picking up brass.  G. & R. repaired the 
sump pump hose that was cut up to service the winter drainage overflow and then started on 
repairing the pvc target holder stands.  D.H. mowed the outer area of the Range and still needs some
TLC to what the mower did not get to between the rock border.  R.C. took the trash away and noted 
we need more large trash bags.  D.L. worked on the cables to tighten them up and work better.  G.C. 
had been working on a cover for the East sump pump and sized it to fit the hoses and will have it 
finished, painted and covering that opening soon.  Not sure what else was done but hopefully, D.L., 
will be able to fill in with his description of work done.  Picked up sign-in sheet Total 11hrs In-kind 
service     

Reporting for all three activities, Sharyn Gartner  6-15-2015


